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ABSTRACT 

Mass transfer rates from an impinging jet to sphere and hemisphere electrode are 

investigated using the electrochemical reduction of ferricyanid ion (   3

6


CNFe ) to 

ferrocyanide (   4

6


CNFe ). Measurements of mass transfer rates were made by  

using the limiting current technique. A theoretical model that characterizes the 

system of impinging jet to electrodes has been developed. Using a numerical 

simulation program (PHOENICS) the appropriate conservation equations are 

solved in the domain of solution.  

 The following experimental results were obtained: 

1.  Mass transfer coefficients for the hemisphere electrode are larger than 

those  

for the sphere electrodes, in both unsubmerged and submerged systems. 

2.  Mass transfer coefficients decrease by increasing the nozzle-electrode 

distance. 

3.  Mass transfer coefficients for the hemisphere electrode under 

submerged conditions are higher than those for an unsubmerged 

system. No significant differences between a submerged and an 

unsubmerged system were observed for the sphere electrode. 

The results of the simulation are presented as velocity and concentration field 

distributions. Limiting current values, by comparison to experimental results, 

were in a good agreement.  
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1. Objective of work 

The goals of this work were: 

1. Characterization of mass transfer rates to sphere and hemisphere 

electrodes. 

2. Characterization of mass transfer with both electrodes in two 

systems: the electrodes are submerged in the electrolyte solution and, in 

the second, the electrodes are unsubmerged. 

3. Development of theoretical model that characterizes the system of 

impinging jet to electrodes.  

4. Compare between the experimental limiting current values and the 

theoretical one. 

5. Prediction of flow and concentration profiles at complex geometry 

system by using a numerical simulation program (PHOENICS) with 

the proper boundary conditions.  

 

 

 

 



 

 

2. The impinging jet electrode  

The impinging jet electrode is commonly used in electrochemical machining,  

Erosion corrosion, and other industrial processes. The flow characteristic of the 

impinging jet has been studied by a number of investigators (1-5). There was 

different geometry of the electrodes: Disk, Flat plate and Cylindrical plate. 

Some investigators (6,7) made their research on heat and mass transfer from the 

impinging jet to the flat plate.  

At the impinging jet electrode very high current densities can be achieved. In 

addition uniform mass transfer rates can be achieved, and this is the reason for 

using these electrodes, in selective electroplating processes. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

3. The experimental system 

The experimental system is presented at page no. 7. 

A jet of electrolyte impinged at the surface of a sphere electrode (working 

electrode). There are two different flow regimes: submerged and unsubmerged. 

In a submerged flow the jet is flow through the solution that filled the 

electrochemical cell. The working electrode is submerged in the electrolyte.  

In an unsubmerged flow the jet is surrounded by gas phase (Air). The working 

electrode is not submerged in the electrolyte  

The electrolyte solution was made of: NaOH 2M, ferricyanid ion (   3

6


CNFe ) 

5
.
10

-3
 M and ferrocyanide (   4

6


CNFe ) 5

.
10

-2
 M. 

Determination of mass transfer rates was made using the limiting current 

technique. In this technique we measure the current vs. the  supplied voltage 

Which cause the reduction reaction of ferricyanid ion (   3

6


CNFe ) to ferrocyanide 

(   4

6


CNFe ). The measurements were made at the Plateau region, where there is 

no significant change at the current, when we raise the supplied voltage. 

 

 

 



 

4. Scheme of the experimental system 

 



5. The theoretical model and PHOENICS settings 

The impingement of electrolyte jet on a submerged sphere electrode, causes 

flow distribution perpendicular to surface of the electrode, and therefore 

concentration distribution at the same direction. 

The model employed a 41x37 grid cells (BFC) in the y-z plane. The cells region 

has divided to 2 frames: in the first one the solution flew out of the nozzle and 

the method of the interpolation of internal points was transfinite (TRANS). 

In the second frame the solution impinging the electrode and flew over it to the 

outlet. The method of the interpolation of internal points was “Laplace”-like 

equation (LAP). The grid distribution was also divided into 2 sections (in Y-

axis). In the first one (20 cells) the distribution was power-law expanding  

grid to enable economical grid refinement and accuracy close to the surface. In 

the second one (20 cells) the distribution was uniform grid. The solution 

domain is shown schematically at page 9.   

The model assumptions were: 

1. Steady-state condition 

2. The electrochemical cell diameter is large enough, that we can neglect the  

walls influence on the flow boundary layer. 

3. The physical properties of the electrolyte are identity in the nozzle, near the  

electrode and in the electrochemical cell  

4. The influence of the gravity force is negligible 



5. A full symmetry for Z-axis 

6. Uniform temperature in the domain of solution.   

The full code listing (Q1 file) for the numerical simulation of flow profile and  

mass transfer to submerged sphere electrode is presented at appendix 1.          

 

 6. Scheme of solution domain 

 

 

 

 



7. Results and discussion 

The following experimental results were obtained: 

 - Mass transfer coefficients for the hemisphere electrode are larger than those      

    for the sphere electrodes, in unsubmerged and submerged electrodes.   

  - Mass transfer coefficients decrease by increasing the nozzle-electrode 

    Distance (h). However, the influence is more pronounced at smaller distances  

    (h = 1, 2, 8 mm) than the larger one (h = 14, 28 mm). 

   - Mass transfer coefficients for the hemisphere electrode under submerged  

     conditions, are higher than the coefficients for an unsubmerged system. No   

     significant differences between a submerged and an unsubmerged system   

      were observed for the sphere electrode. 

The theoretical results obtained for impinging jet on a submerged sphere 

electrode. 

The theoretical current densities were calculated from the simulation results for 

ferricyanid ion mass fraction (concentration). These results are presented as 

distribution of ferricyanid ion mass fraction (page 11) and flow vectors map 

(page 12) for the domain of solution.  

- At the impingement zone we observed a sharp concentration profile that 

influenced by jet impingement on the electrode surface. 

- Because of the vortex (at the flow vectors map) on the electrode sides we 

observed the concentration profile to become wider along Z-axis. 



8. Concentration profile of impinging jet over 

a submerged sphere electrode 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



9. Flow vectors map of impinging jet over 

a submerged sphere electrode 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



10. Convergence 

The number of sweeps needed to get the theoretical results was 2000. 

When we tried to raise the number of sweeps (2500, 3000) there were small  

changes in the values of the dependent variables. 

 

11. Relaxation 

The Relaxation factors for the variables were: 

1. P1 – pressure, linear relaxation (LINRLX), 0.01  

2. C1 – mass fraction of ferricyanid ion, linear relaxation (LINRLX), 0.01  

3. C2 – mass fraction of  water, linear relaxation (LINRLX), 0.01  

4. V1 – velocity vector in Y-axis, false-time-step relaxation (FALSDT), 1*10
-5

  

5. W1 – velocity vector in Z-axis, false-time-step relaxation (FALSDT), 1*10
-6

  

The average time for the computer to get the theoretical results was 3 minuets.    

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



12. CONCLUSIONS 

1. Mass transfer coefficients for the hemisphere electrode are larger than those      

for the sphere electrodes, in unsubmerged and submerged electrodes. The reason  

for this is explained by the relatively small contribution, for mass transfer rate  

by lower part of the sphere electrode. The thickness of the diffusion boundary 

layer at that part, is bigger than the upper part at the impinging zone.  

 

2. Calculated limiting currents from the concentration field distribution, were in 

a good agreement (0.5-10 %) by comparison to experimental results.  

Using a numerical simulation code (PHOENICS) enables us to develop a  

method to predict the theoretical limiting current values.   

 

13. RECOMMENDATIONS 

1. Development of theoretical model for submerged hemisphere electrode and  

compare the results with the experimental one (it is done in these days actually).  

2. Developments of theoretical model for unsubmerged sphere and hemisphere 

electrode, and compare the results with the experimental one. 

3. Examination the possibilities of using sphere and hemisphere electrode, for 

electrochemical uses. 
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15. Appendix 1                                                                                                       

Code listing (Q1 file) for the numerical simulation of flow profile and mass 

transfer to submerged sphere electrode. 



 

 



 



 


